Rita Henry
THE INTUITIVE GUIDE & HEALER

Hi, I'm Rita Henry.

I’m the Intuitive Guide and Healer who helps people who are tired of
being on the struggle bus and want the pain to go away.
I’ve gotten my ass kicked and I help others un-kick theirs!
Together we:
1. Unlearn bullshit beliefs you don’t even know you have.
2. Release the freeze responses of trauma that keep you locked in
pain and struggle so you can free up your life force. (Trauma is
anything from the past that still feels like a punch in your gut
when you think about it.)
I can help you quiet the noise, work through messy feelings, and
make peace with your troubled past so you can consciously create a
life you FRICKEN LOVE.

TOPICS I LOVE TO GO DEEP ON:
1.

Relationships: When People Aren't Who You Want Them
To Be — Crappy relationships aren’t a life sentence. They’re
an invitation to see what’s coming up for you to heal.

2.

How to Grieve Without Getting Stuck —

Suppressing,

repressing, and depressing grief (loss through death, a job, or
a relationship) leaves you frozen and unable to move on. If
you want to move beyond grief, you have to lean into it and
feel it. Otherwise, you’ll get stuck. It’s time to take the fear
and mystery out of grieving so you can heal.
3.

How to Avoid Suffering — As

humans, we experience pain.

5.

book. There are lots of roller coaster
experiences I can talk about on a deep and
profound level:
The death of one of my identical twin
daughters at 9-days old
Taking responsibility for my own happiness
while living with my soon-to-be ex-husband
(his anger issues helped me face my own)

Opening To Abundance: How To Get What You've Always
Wanted — Did you know you’re giving and receiving

teachers and helped me to face

vibrational energy all day long? Not just money – prosperity

wasn’t their job to love me — it was mine.

comes in many forms: health, friends, family, free time, and

Healing from childhood trauma where my

more. Get ready, this will be fun!

dad was the only one who could rage and

How to Stop People Pleasing — Pleasing

others is fine when

it makes YOUR heart happy. But denying yourself so you can
feel accepted and loved by others is a painful and f*cked up
way to live. It’s time to stop putting yourself at the bottom of
the list and schedule the girl’s getaway (you deserve the juicy,
laugh so hard you’re crying, fill-your-soul experience).
6.

I didn't just read about pain and suffering in a

Parenting my 3 kids. They were my master

Suffering is optional.
4.

PERSONAL STORIES:

Strengthening Your Intuition — How

do you know the

difference between listening to your inner voice and being

abandonment and rejection. I realized it

get angry while everyone else walked on
eggshells
Being sexually abused as a 10-year-old and
navigating through my healing as an adult
Releasing bullshit lies that "I'm not lovable"
and “life’s hard." Now, I deeply trust I’m
living my perfect life, whether it’s staying in

controlled by fear, anxiety, or ego? As you strengthen your

bed all day or cutting out early to go hang

intuition, you’ll feel more connected, less stressed out, and

out at the pool, there’s no room for guilt

ready to meet your day open-heartedly.
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